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  Practice Chit Chat 
 

At the time of writing this I am sitting in a house near the beach enjoying the views of calm seas, 
soft white sand and kayaks in the front yard (which calling to me out to the ocean where there 
are fish to be caught) It is only with great dedication that I am writing this newsletter while I am 
on holidays (and the fact that the manager threatened to resign if I did not write the newsletter) I 
am hoping all the animals are in good health and all the owners are happy. 
 

The weather has been cool (and even a little cold) over the last month and I am concerned that a 
lot of owners are not being diligent with their parasite control (have seen a few dogs and cats 

with fleas over the last few weeks) and a lot of owners are allowing the hair to grow thick on their animals in the be-
lief that the animal needs the long hair during winter – which does help on cold nights but then the animal “boils” dur-
ing the day because it cannot take the coat off (we humans often wear a cardigan or coat at night but during the day 
we take off the thick outer coating and walk around with just light clothing on).  
So I would encourage all owners of thick coated dogs (and cats) to maintain their clipping and grooming in winter – 
have a slightly longer clip and put a coat on your dog at night so that they can stay cool during our daytime tempera-
tures. 
 

July – a month of celebration and discounts 
 

Now Manager Lynelle wants to mark the half way mark on 2018 by having a few different celebrations during the 
month of July. A bit like the “Christmas in July” but because I dislike that term Lynelle has decided to celebrate “The 
Beginning of the Financial Year” with some different activities and some discounts in certain areas. 
 

Merchandise (other than food) is 20% off. That is ALL merchandise (other than food) is being sold at 
20% discount for July. That involves all items other than food that can be bought “over the coun-
ter”. Examples are flea controls, worming tablets, dog and cat bowls, collars and leads, shampoos 
and conditioners, dog and cat treats etc. 

Hydrobaths  Discounted  to $15.00 (normally $18.00). There is no doubt in my mind that the majori-
ty of owners of dogs do not wash their dog during winter but most dogs would benefit from a deep cleansing 
bath at least once a month. We would encourage owners to bring their dog in and allow our staff to pamper 
your pooch with a good massage and cleansing shampoo and conditioner using our surfactant shampoos and 
medically developed conditioners. 

Winter clip  involving the feet, head, bottom and bath, is discounted to $25.00 (normally $45.00). Again we see a 
lot of animals during winter with feet, anal or eye problems that would benefit from having the hair removed 
from around these areas and we want to encourage all owners to keep their animal pristine and disease free. 
So if you your pet is licking its feet, or is rubbing its backside on the ground, or is licking itself around the anal 
or vulva area, then this is a great opportunity to deal with the hair in a discounted period. 

Margie Lynelle also tells me that the elf (who normally assists Santa Claus in December) has kindly offered to as-
sist Lynelle during the month of July but as Margie (the elf’s name) mainly works at night she will not be avail-
able to meet the owners during the day. So consequently, Lynelle will be posting on our Facebook page many 
photos of Margie as she wonders through our animal hospital at night and basically sticks her nose into areas 
which she feels needs to be addressed (and other areas that she just wants to “sticky beak”). So if you jump 
onto our Facebook page during the days of July you can follow Margie in her adventures at our animal hospi-
tal . 

Free Raffle – every year we have a Christmas raffle and Lynelle wants to repeat this raffle during the month of 
July. The prize is a basket full of “goodies” for the owner and their family (and some for the ani-
mals) and is valued at around $300.00 and is FREE. But even though it does not cost anything to 
enter but you do need to actually come into our hospital to get a ticket. You do not need to buy 
anything – just come in and ask and our staff will write you a ticket (or two). 
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Guide Dogs Afternoon tea – on Wednesday 25th of July Lynelle with host an afternoon tea for all clients. The 
cost for that afternoon tea is nil but we will be encouraging everyone to donate a gold coin to the Guide Dog 
Association. There will be a container in the area where anyone can leave a donation and ALL money raised 
will be given to the Guide Dogs. 

As well as the donation box the staff of our animal hospital will be offering to sell to anyone inter-
ested our “world famous Rum Balls” (Lynelle made me write that) – the packet of 6 Rum Balls 
will cost $5.00 and ALL the money raised from this sale will go to the Guide Dogs.  

To assist us in catering and to give some ideas for how many packets of Rum Balls to make – we do 
ask that clients contact us and let us know if you are wanting to attend. Even if you do not want to donate a gold 
coin, even if you do not want to buy some Rum balls – we would still encourage everyone to attend. The coffee, tea 
and other drinking beverages (no alcohol) will be free and there will be plenty to eat. On the same afternoon the raf-
fle will be drawn and the lucky winner will be notified. 
 

Dental month – August – 50% (or more) discount on cost  
 

Just a note to all clients – in August (only a month away) we are holding our yearly Dental Discount 
Month. This is the one month of the year that all owners of dogs and cats can save over 50% of the nor-
mal cost of having an animal’s dental concerns dealt with. 
There is SO much evidence being shown that the health of our animals depends on how healthy the 
teeth and gums are. There is now evidence to show that the majority of infections of the heart, liver, kid-
ney and spine are actually started with bacteria or fungus that enter the body through the oral cavity 
and in animals who do not have good dental health the risk of internal problems is greatly increased 

(and in some cases these infections can lead to the death of the animal). 
The other interesting information shows that age of the animal does NOT play a major role in the development of 
the internal disease – that young animals with dental or oral problems are at nearly the same risk as senior animals 
who have dental or oral problems. 
I was approached by an owner “the other day” who asked me what were the major things and owner needs to do to 
maximize the health and longevity of their animal and these are the 7 areas that I feel are the most important to 
maximize the health of dogs and cats- 

Nutrition – our body reflects the type of nutrition we eat 
Vaccination – prevention of deadly and debilitating diseases is very important 
Dental and oral hygiene – not only for the comfort of the animal and the owner but also for internal problems 
Clipping long and thick coated animals – we live in Queensland and our weather is hot so we want to keep our 

animals cool in summer and comfortable in winter 
Heartworm prevention for dogs – spread by mosquitoes and we cannot prevent getting bitten so best to prevent 

this serious condition form infesting our dogs 
Pain relief for arthritis and spinal degeneration – nearly 95% of all dogs and cats will develop some form of ar-

thritis or spinal problems in their life and this condition is Painful and Debilitating 
Good cuddle every night – every day should start and finish with love and appreciation 

Now there are lots of other areas such as worming, parasite control, regular check ups, dealing with lumps and 
bumps etc but I personally feel that dental and oral hygiene is in the top 3 areas that an owner needs to address to 
maintain health and happiness for their animals. 
We offer FREE dental checks for anyone who is not sure if their animal has a problem with its teeth or gums and we 
certainly recommend ALL animals with any form of dental or oral problem gets the problem addressed. In the 
month of August, the owner (that is YOU) is going to save over 50% of the cost. 
There are limited spots available and we work on the “first in first served” basis so I suggest you make the phone 
call NOW to make sure you and your animal benefits from this offer because we will not be doing it again for 12 
months. 

Davo’s Corner 
 

Well again the editor of this newsletter has left me a postage stamp size area to write in and that means 
I am limited by what I want to talk about. You would think by now, having written this column in the 
monthly newsletter for over 20 years, that the editor would realise that I need at least a full page to 
really express my opinion on subjects of interest or to write about my exploits in trying to become the 
oldest competitor in the next Olympic Games.  
But no – the editor waffles on and on about mundane subjects like the health of animals or how the 
owners can save money and leaves the most interesting article only a minuscule area to write on, and 
also puts my article last in the newsletter rather than at the beginning of the newsletter. It is enough to make me 
want to put down my pen, throw away the keyboard and go and write for another newsletter – let him see how in-
teresting his newsletter would be without my column. I will have to have a stiff talk to the editor and get this sorted. 
Until next time – Davo. 
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